The sleek and ultrathin Lenovo ThinkPad T14s Gen 6, the first CoPilot+ PC from Lenovo with 40+ TOPs capability.

- **Built-in AI Performance** - With Snapdragon X Elite, tap into AI capabilities like Large Language Models (LLMs) without the vulnerabilities of cloud-based processing.
- **Enterprise Readiness** - With chip-level safeguard layers that defend against sophisticated threats and eliminate risks by keeping AI prompts and interactions on the device.
- **Superior efficiency** - Boasts the most efficient processor on the market today, remote workers can stay productive from anywhere—no plugs needed.

**Experience enterprise-level readiness with game-changing on-device AI performance**

Visit [www.lenovo.com](http://www.lenovo.com) and [www.dynamo.ai](http://www.dynamo.ai) to learn more today.